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Abstract
This article focuses on news journalism, social media platforms and power, and key implications for epistemology. The
conceptual framework presented is intended to inspire and guide future studies relating to the emerging sub-field of
journalism research that we refer to as “Epistemologies of Digital Journalism”. The article discusses the dependencies be-
tween news media and social media platforms (non-proprietary to the news media). The authority and democratic role
of news journalism pivot on claims that it regularly provides accurate and verified public knowledge. However, how are
the epistemic claims of news journalism and the practices of justifications affected by news journalism’s increased depen-
dency on social media platforms? This is the overall question discussed in this article. It focuses on the intricate power
dependencies between news media and social media platforms and proceeds to discuss implications for epistemology.
It presents a three-fold approach differentiating between (1) articulated knowledge and truth claims, (2) justification in
the journalism practices and (3) the acceptance/rejections of knowledge claims in audience activities. This approach facil-
itates a systematic analysis of how diverse aspects of epistemology interrelate with, and are sometimes conditioned by,
the transformations of news and social media.
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1. Introduction: Epistemologies of Digital Journalism
This conceptual article focuses on the relationships be-
tween news journalism, social media platforms, power
dependencies and epistemology. It aims to conceptu-
alize and critically discuss dislocation of news journal-
ism, and key implications for epistemology of a dis-
rupted ‘established order’ surrounding news. Disloca-
tion of news journalism comprises a series of paral-
lel developments regarding shifting power dependen-
cies between the news media and platform companies.
A platform is a digital infrastructure with affordances
offering diverse kinds of information and communica-
tion, as well as opportunities to produce, publish and
engage with content. Platform companies do not pro-
duce and publish content themselves, and thus do not
define themselves as publishers. Instead they operate
with a business model in which they provide a digital
platform on which individuals and institutions can com-
municate and publish information (e.g., Gillespie, 2018).
They are oftentimes referred to as digital intermedi-
aries because they succeed in establishing themselves
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between citizens/consumers/producers and diverse or-
ganizations. More specifically, dislocation of news jour-
nalism includes a displacement of power for news pro-
ducers having less control over publishing contexts when
news stories are detached from the context in which
they were originally embedded by the news organization
(Carlson, 2017, p. 65). The article acknowledges the cru-
cial importance of more general shifts in revenue from
news media firms to platform companies, and more spe-
cific shifts such as distinct actors having gained power
concerning gathering, analyzing and selling data and an-
alytics that become interwoven with how editorial deci-
sions are made (cf. Carlson, 2018a; Zamith, 2018). How-
ever, we will focus exclusively on aspects of dislocation
with key implications for news epistemology.
By introducing this conceptual framework we intend
to make a scholarly contribution to research in journal-
ism studies (Carlson, Robinson, Lewis, & Berkowitz, 2018;
Steensen & Ahva, 2015), and more specifically to the
emerging field of digital journalism studies (e.g., Eldridge
& Franklin, 2017, 2019; Robinson, Lewis, & Carlson, in
press). This could bridge continuums involving “change”
and “continuity” as well as “digital” and “journalism” in
engaging the field (Eldridge, Hess, Tandoc, & Westlund,
in press; Steensen, Larsen, Hågvar, & Fonn, in press).
Moreover, we contribute to research on epistemology
(cf. Ekström & Westlund, 2019). While there are exam-
ples of thematic coordination of such research (e.g., Van
Leuven, Kruikemeier, Lecheler, & Hermans, 2018), re-
search contributing to contemporary knowledge about
epistemology sometimes presents its contribution in
other terms. We argue there is good reason to consider
much of this research as contributing to an emerging sub-
field of research which we call: “Epistemologies of Digi-
tal Journalism”.
Wewrite “epistemologies” with the explicit intention
to connote plurality; there are several different episte-
mologies for different genres and forms of journalism.
Classic TV-broadcasting journalism has its epistemolo-
gies (Ekström, 2002), as does live blogging (Matheson &
Wahl-Jorgensen, in press; Thorsen & Jackson, 2018), par-
ticipatory journalism (Anderson & Revers, 2018; Kligler-
Vilenchik & Tenenboim, in press), data journalism (Lewis
&Westlund, 2015a), themore distinct structured journal-
ism (Graves&Anderson, in press), and emerging forms of
automated journalism (Carlson, 2018b). Having said this,
journalism also comes with important similarities across
its genres and forms, inworking towards reportingworth-
while and verified information about important events.
In line with classical works on power and dependence
(Emerson, 1962), we distance ourselves from exercises
treating power as an attribute of a person or company.
We share the view that “power is a property of the social
relation, instead of an attribute of the actor” (Emerson,
1962, p. 32). Emerson has proposed a theory of power-
dependence relations, originally growing out of relation-
ships between social actors and groups, which can be ap-
plied to how we understand industry actors (i.e., compa-
nies). Emerson argues that a salient indicator of power
concerns how actor I depends on actor II for achieving
their set goals. This article brings similar attention to the
more general dependencies between newsmedia organi-
zations and their proprietary platforms on the one hand,
and social media companies and their platforms (non-
proprietary to the newsmedia) on the other (cf.Westlund
& Ekström, 2018). Such dependencies relate to audience
reach and revenue, and to the epistemic goals and claims
news journalism tries to achieve. Thus, it is essential to
study contemporary processes of dislocation from pub-
lishers to platform companies, alongside publishers’ at-
tempts to counterbalance those processes by strategic ini-
tiatives intended for regaining control and power.
Research into epistemologies of digital journalism
over thepast decadehas suggested that the authority and
democratic role of news journalism pivot on claims that it
regularly provides accurate and verified public knowledge
(Carlson, 2017). Truth claims are manifest in the profes-
sional norms of truth-telling (Karlsson, 2011) and in the
discursive constructions of factuality in news texts (Mont-
gomery, 2007). Truth claims are justified in practices of
professional news production and evaluated, accepted
or rejected in the practices of news consumption. Yet,
how are the epistemic claims of news journalism and the
practices of justifications affected by news journalism’s in-
creased dependency on social media platforms?
The democratic role and authority of news journal-
ism depends on being able to reach out to citizens who
engage in news consumption to become informed. How-
ever, transformations within professional journalism and
how news organizations and consumers depend on so-
cial media have resulted in an increasingly complex situ-
ation; social media have exercised complementary, dis-
placing and even replacing effects on various aspects of
journalism. This has affected diverse aspects of journal-
ism, notably business and epistemology. Ultimately, dif-
ferent forms of power gained by social media platforms
extend far beyond securing a strong position in global
markets, towards becoming a “normalized” part of the
operations of diverse companies and the everyday life of
citizens worldwide. Social media platforms have indeed
gained significant influence as to the overall role journal-
ism and news play in democracy. They have converged
with news media’s digital platforms and operations, and
are both partners and catalysts to the news media (en-
abling new epistemic practices such as sourcing, new
distribution techniques and analytics, and new context
for audiences’ verification and authorization of news), as
well as fierce and harmful competitors (encroaching on
“attention time”, data, and advertising expenditures).
Over the past decade, the intersection of social me-
dia and journalism has been amply studied. Studies ar-
gued that the web and social media enabled the pro-
duction of news that may contribute to richer knowl-
edge and more diverse perspectives, while providing
distributed fact checking. Others have argued that so-
cial media will be a “net positive” that “reflects real-
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ity” and “matters over and above other factors” (Lewis
& Molyneux, 2018). Such work approached social me-
dia platforms in positive ways, uncritically associating
success with achieving traffic and engagement on social
media platforms, and possibly routing some of this en-
gagement success back to their proprietary digital plat-
forms (e.g., websites, or apps). While research initially
approached the web and social media with a high level
of optimism about its potential for participation and en-
hancing democracy (Borger, van Hoof, Costera Meijer, &
Sanders, 2013), many have taken a sharp turn since, now
emphasizing “dark participation”, as misinformation and
manipulation have gained prominence (Quandt, 2018).
Taking this turn, scholars have been encouraged to study
how social media platforms disrupt and challenge the
news media industries (e.g., Westlund & Ekström, 2018),
and how journalistsmay develop distinct speech acts and
rhetorical strategies in publishing news on social media
such as Facebook (Hågvar, 2019). The next section fur-
ther discusses and problematizes such dislocation from
news media to platform companies, addressing produc-
tion, distribution and consumption aspects.
2. Dislocation of News Journalism: Shifting
Dependency on Platform Companies
Dislocation refers to a fundamental transformation and
disruption of an established order. This article posits
the dislocation of news journalism, as involving parallel
processes of power redistribution from the news media
to platform companies. Power dependencies form the
key issue in the transforming relationship between these
two industry actors, each of which represent many dis-
crete companies. In the previous mass media era, jour-
nalists in few news media organizations produced and
published news material in a medium the news pub-
lisher they worked for owned and controlled (i.e., propri-
etary to the news media), for a wide audience. The web
has disrupted the media industry, substantially reducing
barriers for new entrants to publish themselves (albeit
few manage to become significant players). The contem-
porary digital mediascape involves numerous news pro-
ducers. Some of them switch between human and com-
putational production and distribution of personalized
news content for their own platforms (Lewis &Westlund,
2015b; Westlund, 2011), and algorithmic-oriented cura-
tion on non-proprietary (to the news media) platforms
such as Facebook (DeVito, 2017). As Bell, Owen, Brown,
Hauka and Rashidian (2017, p. 9) note, “technology plat-
forms have become publishers in a short space of time,
leaving news organizations confused about their own fu-
ture.” Many news publishers have since long broadened
their portfolio of proprietary platforms, and extended
to non-proprietary platforms likemobile ecosystems and
social media platforms (Westlund, 2011). Digital innova-
tion takes place continuously, but also because of criti-
cal incidents that challenge news practices (Konow-Lund,
Hågvar, & Olsson, 2018).
This signals a general shift from a monopolistic situa-
tion involving institutional news producers, to a situation
in which news and other forms of information are pro-
duced and distributed by a larger diversity of actors, in-
cluding ordinary citizens (Deuze &Witschge, 2017). Jour-
nalism and its boundaries are being contested in dif-
ferent ways, and defended through professional control
(Lewis, 2012), various forms of boundary work (Carlson
& Lewis, 2015) and meta-journalistic discourse (Carlson,
2016). Some “news” producers deliberatively skew the
news according to specific political and/or economic in-
terests (Tandoc, Lim,& Ling, 2018). There are also diverse
sets of “alternative media” applying somewhat similar
and somewhat dissimilar news production routines (Holt,
2018). Such social actors do not depend on being pub-
lished within the realms of news publishers, and the way
they control and restrict participatory journalism. They
have their own publishing channels. In contrary, we fo-
cus exclusively on news media producers organized as a
company, employing several journalists, producing and
publishing news on a daily basis, taking legal and edito-
rial responsibility for the news content, and operating
with at least one proprietary platform (i.e., television,
radio, newspaper, news site, news application, which
they control).
Social media companies are known as platform com-
panies because they have developed a computing archi-
tecture that sets the stage for different social actors to
communicate, exchange information, conduct business,
etc. Most powerful is Facebook, which also owns Insta-
gram and WhatsApp, and acts as an intermediary be-
tween its massive user bases and a plethora of compa-
nies which have become increasingly dependent on it.
A Tow center report eloquentlywrites of newsmedia hav-
ing become a “platform press”, as platform companies
“have evolved beyond their role as distribution channels,
and now control what audiences see and who gets paid
for their attention, and even what format and type of
journalism ﬂourishes” (Bell et al., 2017, p. 9).
Platform companies operate with a different busi-
ness model and technological architecture than news
media. Social media platforms offer a multitude of af-
fordances, including different forms of one-to-one and
one-to-many communication, as well as producing, pub-
lishing, accessing, sharing, and engaging with different
kinds of information and news such as text, video, au-
dio or data. They typically offer thesewithout amonetary
charge. Instead, their revenuemodel builds on collecting
and analyzing data on users’ digital footprints and subse-
quently selling this to advertisers. News publishers also
engage in such practices, using data for data-driven jour-
nalism. Their dependency on platform companies is evi-
dent in their use of algorithms to facilitate personalized
news delivery, as news is increasingly distributed in social
media platforms that employ algorithms to personalize
story selections within users’ news feeds (DeVito, 2017).
Social media platforms have built a successful busi-
ness model; altogether, they have attracted billions of
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people to visit their platforms, securing highly desired at-
tention spans and pulling advertising expenditures from
their competitors, including newsmedia companies. The
shift in revenue streams is a disruptive and central as-
pect of the existing power dependencies as news me-
dia industries have lost tremendous revenues compet-
ing with platform companies, mostly to Facebook and
Google. With superior skills, methods and systems for
measuring their massive user bases, including for per-
sonalizing advertising, platform companies have outcom-
peted the news media in the advertising market, and
have also started competing in the classifieds market
which previously benefited newsmedia. Newspublishers
are, as a result, strugglingwith the business of journalism
(Ohlsson & Facht, 2017; Picard, 2014). Myllylahti (2018)
concludes that Facebook has created an “attention econ-
omy trap” in which it generates traffic, but not revenue.
There are many ways in which the power-depend-
ence between news media and platform companies has
become salient—in the Apple ecosystem, Apple both
controls applications and takes nearly one-third of rev-
enues, or with Facebook, with Instant articles in the past,
and building paywalls for news publishers inside Face-
book in the present. Research into how news publishers
relate to and depend on platform companies have be-
gun emerging in recent years. A case study by Nielsen
andGanter (2018) found publishers struggling to balance
operation opportunities offered in the short-term, and
becoming too dependent on digital intermediaries (i.e.,
platform companies) in the long-term. In another quali-
tative study involving case studies from Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, Poland, and the United Kingdom, Sehl,
Cornia and Nielsen (2018) find public service broadcast-
ers all have dedicated yet small teams working on in-
creasing their reach via social media platforms to drive
traffic to their own proprietary news sites, focusing es-
pecially on reaching hard-to-reach audiences (especially
youth). Some also work towards stimulating user partic-
ipation. These PSBs have begun consolidating what so-
cial media platforms they actively work with. By compar-
ison, the report on the platform press by Bell et al. (2017)
shows how some news publishers share news content
across a very large number of non-proprietary platforms.
Moreover, a longitudinal study of how media workers
in two Singaporean news publishers have approached,
and made sense of, emerging technologies found “plat-
form counterbalancing”, a strategic response where pub-
lishers seek to reduce overreliance on non-proprietary
social media platforms by instead developing their own
portfolio of platforms (Chua&Westlund, 2019). Acknowl-
edging the tremendous power platform companies have
gained, scholars of so-called platform studies have de-
veloped a critical and quickly growing body of research
on the role of platforms and their logics and economics
(Andersson Schwarz, 2017).
Ultimately, the social and networked infrastructures
of some platform companies have become interwoven
with the operations of news media (Bell et al., 2017;
Bruns, 2018). Although their approaches vary, many
news media have felt pressured to develop a social me-
dia presence (Chua & Westlund, 2019; Nielsen & Gan-
ter, 2018), in some cases resulting in disruption (Wu,
2018). Bruns (2018) argues that professional journalism
nowadays is being normalized into social media plat-
forms (controlling the numerous ways in which the pub-
lic can engage with the news) instead of the other way
around. News media firms have turned to platform com-
panies to increase their overall traffic, have appropri-
ated functions that enable users to share news on social
media platforms and interact with the news, and have
engaged in social media optimization (SMO)—similar
to search engine optimization for search—for generat-
ing as much traffic volume as possible. Furthermore,
news organizations have hired social media editors who
actively adapt their news content to publish it on a
diverse set of non-proprietary social media platforms.
These editors continuously oversee the flow of news be-
ing published, and then select, edit, and publish what
they consider appropriate (read ‘sharable’) for publish-
ing on the news media’s social media accounts on non-
proprietary platforms.
The volume of referral traffic comprises a strong in-
dicator of the role platform companies play. For many
years, Facebook gained significance as a source of re-
ferral traffic to the news media. However, since mid-
2017 and in early 2018 the company has shifted its strat-
egy and instead tried to offer a platform that keeps its
users on their site and applications. Consequently, the
relative proportion of referral traffic from Facebook has
decreased substantially (Benton, 2018). What does this
reveal concerning dislocation and power dependency?
For several years, the news media developed activi-
ties aimed at achieving increasingly more traffic (refer-
rals) via social media platforms. A mutual dependency
evolved, albeit increasingly marked by tens of thousands
of publishers becoming more dependent on one plat-
form company (i.e., Facebook). For Facebook the depen-
dency is salient in caseswhere users expect news on their
platform, and when other forms of similarly appreciated
content do not flow in. With these changes Facebook
has reduced their already relatively small dependency on
news publishers even further, which came as a massive
blow to the news industry. As a result, news media firms
need to reconfigure their business model and work to-
wards becoming less dependent on non-proprietary plat-
forms, yet maintaining a balanced presence.
The shifting power dependencies for distribution
naturally extend to news consumption. Over the past
decade, a handful of platform companies have gained
significance as key gateways for how people access
the news (Newman, Fletcher, Kalogeropoulos, Levy, &
Nielsen, 2018). So-called incidental news discovery via
social media has become a salient characteristic of the
public´s contemporary news consumption (Kim, Chen, &
Gil De Zúñiga, 2013; Newman et. al 2018), although pat-
terns naturally vary between different groups in society.
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However, different news consumption patterns mean
very different dependencies on social media. Individuals
may stumble upon a relevant news article on the news
feed, and digest what is immediately available on their
platform. They may click on a link and be directed to a
news site, and then immediately return. A third scenario
involves the user being redirected from social media to
a proprietary news site, where the individual discovers
other relevant news articles, and thus becomesmore en-
gaged with proprietary news content. When people are
gratified from their experiences with a news site, they
are presumably also more likely to return to that site to
further discover and digest news. This can result in build-
ing loyalty and an inclination towards paying for news,
whilst reducing dependency on platform companies.
Yet Emerson (1962) argues that a critical aspect of
power concerns actors’ dependency on another actor
for achieving their goals. Facebook and the news media
have developed this sort of dependence on each other
in building traffic around news content. As many citi-
zens have developed routines of accessing their news
via social media, this has displaced some of their for-
mer routines. Then, as Facebook diversifies its news
feeds, it further reduces its dependency on news content
and publishers. Consequently, news publishers who de-
pended significantly on social media for their content to
be widely accessed now face problems, and members of
the public counting on being fed news via their Facebook
feed will also be less exposed to news in such a way.
3. Dislocation of News Journalism: Epistemic
Implications
The dislocation of news has considerable implications for
news epistemology; that is, the formsof knowledge news
journalism claims to provide, and how such knowledge
is produced, validated and justified (Ekström & West-
lund, 2019). To discuss how news, as relatively author-
itative knowledge about the world, is changing in the
context of social media, we hereby propose and discuss
three central dimensions of news epistemology. The first
dimension focuses on the articulation of truth claims
in news texts and meta-discourse, the second on how
news is produced, validated and justified by journalists,
and the third on how news is received and validated by
audiences. Related distinctions have been suggested in
the literature on journalism culture and epistemology
(Hanitzsch, 2007). Our conceptualization of epistemolo-
gies is distinctive in its discursive and sociological founda-
tion, focusing on the actual articulation of truth claims
in news discourses and the validation of news in social
practices, rather than general ideas and philosophical de-
bates such as the one on objectivity.
3.1. The Articulation of Truth Claims
A significant aspect of news as a form of knowledge is
the articulation of truth claims. The claims of provid-
ing verified and reliable news on a daily basis have dis-
cerned professional journalism from other forms of pub-
lic information. This is what most news organizations
promise to achieve. Such epistemic claims are articulated
in meta-discourses as well as in the conventional forms
and language of news (Ekström, 2002). As Carlson (2017,
p. 73) argues, “news forms are laden with epistemologi-
cal premises that shape the type of knowledge they com-
municate and, by extension, contain an argument for
their legitimation.” In news discourse, truth-telling is typ-
ically shaped by the discursive constructions of factuality,
constructions of out-there-ness, disguise of uncertain-
ties, visuals indexing a reality to be taken for granted, the
representation of reliable sources of information, forms
of quoting and the formal neutral voice of news pre-
senters (Ekström &Westlund, 2019; Montgomery, 2007,
pp. 33, 64). This is not to suggest that the epistemic
claims of news are homogenous. They vary across sub-
genres of news journalism. Interpretive, speculative and
explicitly partisan news reporting—challenging the re-
strictions of impartiality—have, for example, been ana-
lyzed in several studies (Hutchby, 2011; Salgado & Ström-
bäck, 2012). Ultimately, how do the processes of dislo-
cation affect the articulated truth claims of news jour-
nalism? Without claiming to be exhaustive, we identify
three significant ways.
First, the knowledge and truth claims of news are re-
fashioned in the context of online and social media. A key
mechanism concerns the speed with which news is dis-
tributed, sometimes going viral via social media, often in
the form of “decontextualized snippets of information”
(Nielsen, 2017, p. 93). This puts pressure on journalists
and the news media to continuously keep apprised as to
how events are unfolding. Typically, they consider it im-
portant to quickly publish the first version reporting on
the news, and to distribute this on both proprietary and
non-proprietary platforms. The general claims in news
journalism of being fast and first are thus adapted to the
temporalities of online and social media (Usher, 2018).
Furthermore, social media have enabled the entry of
new forms of journalismarticulating different knowledge
claims. In live blogging, the authoritative voice of the
journalist is, for example, reformulated into the role of a
“curator” prioritizing and disseminating “bite-sized” and
frequently updated information from different sources
(Thurman & Walters, 2013). To some extent, the disloca-
tion of news in social media platforms might contribute
to a shift in truth-telling towards more provisional, cor-
rected and even contradictory facts. However, so too is
the renewal of evidence and constructions of factuality,
such as when screenshots of Twitter and Facebook ac-
counts are provided to showwhat actors actually say and
do, instead of the news referring to sources in quotes and
reported speech (“Thepresident said that…”). How these
various tendenciesmanifest in different cultural contexts
remains to be investigated in systematic comparative re-
search. This distribution of news in social media, charac-
terized by, not only, a diversity of genres and voices, but
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a crossing and blurring of boundaries between market-
ing, personal opinions, professional commentaries and
impartial news (Lewis & Molyneaux, 2018), can result in
role conflicts for news journalists articulating opinions on
personal profiles, adapting to the discursive norms in so-
cialmedia. However, this also likely results in truth claims
articulated in the reporting and commenting on specific
news events becoming increasingly mixed.
Second, there is a tendency towards obscuring truth
claims. Claims refer to the authority of the principal
source behind the news and the context of production
indicated through diverse institutional markers. The dis-
location of news journalism, however, means less con-
trol for news producers over the publishing context as
news becomes increasingly detached from the original
principle and context of production. To explicate, when
institutional news media firms publish news for their
proprietary platforms, they can set the context of spe-
cific information through markers, such as their overall
brand. They also determine whether it is analysis, break-
ing news, editorial, chronicle, and so forth. Such contex-
tual information may be lost when news is published or
redistributed on social media platforms. What the news
claims to provide in terms of verified knowledge risks be-
ing obscured. Many researchers, practitioners and man-
agers have dismissed the plain repurposing of news con-
tent between different proprietary platforms, stressing
journalism must be developed and customized in har-
mony with the affordances of the distinct medium or
platform for which it will be published (Westlund, 2013).
Contemporary news producers face the possibilities
of publishing for amultitude of both proprietary and non-
proprietary platforms. However large investments are re-
quired to successfully customize news content and ser-
vices for all platforms, and thus it canmake sense to step
back and produce platform-agnostic news. This means
that content produced is not dedicated to one specific
platform, but insteadharmonizeswith asmanyplatforms
as possible: from proprietary news sites and apps, to
voice-driven smart speakers, car instrument panels, and
so forth. Few have the resources to do so. Yet, publish-
ing news for non-proprietary platforms involves a loss
of control. With social media, news producers cannot
control the publishing context: how the news material is
presented, the type and quality of potential adjacent in-
formation, and the potential engagement that develops
around it (i.e., clicks, comments, re-tweets, sharing). Con-
sequently, anyone or anything producing news for social
media may want to embedmeta-communication indicat-
ing original principles: truth claims, information on the
nature of the material, the journalistic process, and who
the producer is (company, journalist, robot, etc.). With
increasingly sophisticatedmethods and tools for creating
and publishing mock news, it is important for producers
of journalistic news to embed clearly recognizable meta-
communication, including font, angles, introductory mu-
sic, watermarks, logotypes, etc. in video, or embedding
key clarification in headline or preamble in texts.
Third, while social media facilitate the communica-
tion of opinions, personal voices, or even speculation,
they also contribute to the effective dissemination of
“fake” or “mock news”, and the related deception of truth
claims (Tandoc, Lim, et al., 2018). Mock is a concept
connoting artifice, mimicry, imitation, as well as being
fake and bad; thus, the practice of imitating the tone
and appearance of news material, comprised of inten-
tionally fake content. Characteristic of these is the ex-
ploitation of the conventionalized forms of news and
the related discourse of factuality to disseminate fabri-
cated news and false information. The principle behind
the information is masked. The purpose of doing so is of-
ten linked to political and/or economic interests. Since
“fake news” simply connotes something being fake, we
therefore propose the concept of “mock news” because
of its two-fold meaning also involving the imitation of
how news material is presented. Metaphorically, mock
news is like a chameleon, successful in camouflaging and
blending into their context through skin coloration that
imitates their surroundings. So-called “deep fakes” have
emerged quite explicitly doing this by technically manip-
ulating voices and faces, giving the impression that a spe-
cific person says something they did not. Thus, the dislo-
cation of news in social media and the traveling of decon-
textualized news between different platforms involve a
refashioning as well as obscured and pure fraud regard-
ing truth claims. This implies a destabilization concerning
the authority of journalism and news as a form of knowl-
edge (Carlson, 2017), which creates challenges for pro-
fessional journalists and news organizations promising to
provide reliable news, as well as for audiences who ulti-
mately have to decide what to trust.
3.2. Production of Knowledge and the ‘Contexts of
Justification’
The dislocation of news journalism in socialmedia has sig-
nificant implications for the knowledge-producing prac-
tices within journalism and related processes of justifi-
cation (Ekström & Westlund, 2019). It is critical for re-
search to reopen the critical epistemological questions of
“how journalists know what they know” and what qual-
ifies as justified facts in particular contexts (Ettema &
Glasser, 1985). Adopting a sociological approach, epis-
temology refers to knowledge-producing practices, the
norms, standards, methods and classifications enacted
in the processing of facts and the justifications of truth
claims (Ekström, 2002). The primary question posed is
therefore not whether particular news is true or not,
but what characterizes the practical ways of dealing with
knowledge and facts in news production (Godler & Reich,
2013). How do journalists decide what is sufficiently jus-
tified to publish in concrete situations?
This sociological approach understands the process-
ing of facts and the justification of news as practical mat-
ters handled through norms and standards developed
within a particular context; this has been defined as “the
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context of justification” (Ettema&Glasser, 1985). This so-
cial constructivist position does not imply a radical form
or constructivism and relativism (Ekström & Westlund,
2019; Godler&Reich, 2013, p. 674). It is amoderate form
of constructivism (Elder-Vass, 2012, pp. 8, 230). News
is dependent on how journalists collectively understand
and produce knowledge about a world, one which ex-
ists independent of journalism. All news accounts are
not equally true or fallible, and collective norms and
standards become important objects of inquiry solely be-
cause they effect news journalists´ validations of facts
and their justifications of truth claims.
With the transformations of news production in on-
line and social media, the contexts of justification, and
related norms and standards, are changing and vary far
more than seminal studies on daily news and investiga-
tive reporting captured. There has been much hope and
hype around the potential of social media for how jour-
nalists can further develop news work, for instance, by
turning to a much larger pool of sources (for a critical
review, see Lewis & Molyneaux, 2018). A critical aspect
concerns the processing (selections, evaluations and au-
thorization) of sources, as established journalist-source
relationships and the relatively shared understanding
of sources within newsrooms are central to the episte-
mology of news. With numerous social media platforms
readily available, journalists now engage in the practice
of lurking in personal accounts, groups, pages and so
forth. Sometimes they utilize the information found in
the news. On other occasions, journalists may identify
relevant sources or ideas for investigations through so-
cial media, and then take this with them into their sub-
sequent news work. With the regular use of social media
sources, routines in the assessment of sources, and the
categorizations of sources providing either pre-justified
facts or facts that require careful cross-checking are po-
tentially destabilized. Journalists have to update their
standards and skills in assessing different voices in social
media. It is a particular challenge for journalists to verify
the identity and credibility of the voices behind poten-
tially newsworthy information.
While journalists in some contexts publish tweets
without any forms of verification, there are also contexts
in which journalists are generally reluctant to use so-
cial media sources (Broersma & Graham, 2013, p. 461).
The dominance of elite sources, and the related hier-
archy of authorized sources in news journalism (Belair-
Gagnon, 2015; Lecheler & Kruikemeier, 2016; van Leuven
et al., 2018), is reproduced in the more frequent use of
Twitter (compared to Facebook), the platform typically
used by politicians, celebrities, etc. Thus, they provide a
constant stream of newsworthy and quotable utterances
(von Nordheim, Boczek, & Kroppers, 2018). As Duffy and
Tan Rui Si (2018) note, there is a contradiction in jour-
nalism between the potential benefits of using the di-
versity of non-elite voices in online and social media to
enrich journalism, and the “practicalities of the demand
for speed, accuracy and validation”. This can lead to a
tendency of favoring official elite sources, as the iden-
tity of non-elite voices is considered more demanding
and time-consuming to verify within an ever-faster news
cycle where the risk of incorrect data being published
increases (Karlsson, Clerwall, & Nord, 2017). This also
necessitates an adjustment of shared verification stan-
dards, and the validation of news tends to be reduced to
the accuracy of bits of information, individual facts and
quotes (Undurraga, 2017). The expectations of fast pub-
lishing also shape the already challenging sourcing prac-
tices (Eldridge & Bødker, 2018), and reduces the time for
cross-checking. Some exceptions occur, such as with live
blogging, in which journalists turn to a larger and more
diverse set of sources (Thorsen & Jackson, 2018). More-
over, journalists may also engage in mobile sourcing via
chat apps (Belair-Gagnon, Agur, & Frisch, 2018), andmes-
saging apps like WhatsApp to successfully invite people
to participate in the news production processes (Kligler-
Vilenchik & Tenenboim, in press).
While at the selection and filtering stage, journalists
have typically maintained control, rarely allowing oth-
ers to participate in or influence the news production
processes, the dislocation of news does have significant
implications regarding the context of justification exter-
nal to the newsroom and news journalism. As news is
increasingly distributed in the form of decontextualized
pieces of information (Nielsen, 2017), it is both detached
from its original context of production and justified in a
new context: what is published in authorizedmedia or by
authorized voices is sufficiently true to be distributed, if
there are no obvious reasons for not doing so. In these re-
publishing processes, the responsibility for verifications
is reallocated and the risk of problematic truths being cir-
culated increases, not least because this circulation often
occurs at a fast speed.
Platform companies, thus, house the distribution of
news of various quality and truthfulness. Various ac-
tors can produce and publish news on a recurrent ba-
sis, or as random acts of journalism. The varied plat-
form companies do not take the same responsibility for
the content published as news media companies do. It
has been widely acknowledged that Facebook has signif-
icant power and control over what people see and are
influenced by, thus, acting in an editorial manner. Yet,
Facebook has largely avoided the expenses of manual
editing and curation, only tweaking its algorithms, and
invited external and public fact-checking to counter scan-
dals. To what extent this process of accountability will re-
sult in any changes of significant implications for the vali-
dation and justification of news in social media is still an
open question.
3.3. Audiences’ Acceptance/Rejections of Knowledge
Claims
In the examination of news as knowledge and justified
beliefs, onemust also ask what makes particular forms of
news justified from the audience’s point of view. The jus-
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tification of news as valid knowledge includes audience
activities on three aspects: general trust, patterns of con-
sumption and critical evaluations. Audiences attribute dif-
ferent levels of trust/distrust to different news providers,
with implications for their news consumption as well as
their inclination to accept the truth claims of individual
news items. News consumption is typically embedded in
everyday practices. Forms of news are accepted or re-
jected as valid knowledge about current events in the
way they are actually consumed and prioritized. The pat-
terns of clicking and sharing digital news, for example,
validate particular forms of news, whether intentional or
not. How news organizations understand their authority
as truth-tellers, and more specifically, the relevance of in-
dividual news items, is dependent on audience feedback
increasinglymeasured through audiencemetrics (Zamith,
2018). Taken together, audiences’ preunderstandings of
the principles behind the news and their habitual forms
of news consumption mean they do not need to criti-
cally assess individual news, if they do not have partic-
ular reasons to doubt its veracity (Tandoc, Ling, et al.,
2018, pp. 3–4). How the three aspects of trust, patterns of
consumption and critical evaluations are interrelated is a
key issue in current research (e.g., Fletcher & Park, 2017).
Schwarzenegger (in press) propose the concept “personal
epistemologies” to analyze how individuals navigate their
media use and interact with the news based on perceived
credibility and conceptions of knowledge and knowing.
Critical evaluations include more specific activities of
assessing the veracity of news and identifying biases and
misinformation. The critical evaluations of news in social
media have been explained in relation to internal activ-
ities based on people’s own knowledge and interpreta-
tion of the news, and external activities of checking with
trusted people and sources (Tandoc, Ling, et al., 2018;
see also Edgerly, 2017). Not surprisingly, audiences’ per-
ceptions of, and abilities to detect, fake or mock news
in social media have attracted increasing scholarly in-
terest (Newman et. al. 2018; Schwarzenegger, in press).
Zubiaga and Ji (2014) suggest that the verification of in-
formation in social media and the identification of fake
news is dependent on interpretations of the authority of
the author behind the information, plausibility, how in-
formation is presented, as well as the processes of inde-
pendent corroboration. Audiences’ critical evaluations
are conditioned by several aspects of dislocated news,
such as the sometimes-obscured principle behind the
news and the diversity of actors producing news with
both sincere and dark intentions (Quandt, 2018). When
news is detached from its original context, itmay become
more difficult, and sometimes even impossible, for audi-
ences to evaluate it based on the trust and authority of
the original producer. Clearly, many news publishers do
their best to ensure their brand remains visible in con-
junction to how a piece of news is published. However,
they are not in control of how social media platforms
choose to display content and brands, andmay have little
influence over this unless they pay them.
Important to note, audiences’ justification of news—
acceptance or rejection of knowledge claims—involves
cognitive, discursive and social dimensions. Regarding
the latter, the dislocation of news has significant implica-
tions for the social context and practices in which news
is justified. Research has analyzed mechanisms with po-
tentially counteracting effects on the critical reading of
news. Mechanisms for the selective exposure of news
in social media, on the one hand, tend to increase the
effects of well-known biases in justifications related to
beliefs and values. News is authorized as relatively reli-
able and valuable knowledge in peer networks, political
groups, etc. On the other hand, social media platforms
have contributed to more distributed and collaborative
processes of justification in which audiences can com-
pare information from different sources; produce and
share supplementary and corrective information, criti-
cal readings and knowledge about false messages, to
some extent also functioning as constructive feedback
for news journalism (Hermida, 2012).
The role of audiences in the justification of news is
not restricted to the assessment of individual news items.
News is also accepted or rejected in the acts of sharing
on personal networks, sometimes with the effect that
news goes viral. Social media platforms have enabled and
spurred audiences to actively participate in differentways
such as linking news articles to their Facebook news feeds
or tweeting about the news. Audiences also use socialme-
dia platforms to engage in discussions, by commenting
on news articles and responding to other people’s com-
ments. Consequently, interpersonal relationships have
become increasingly important in the validation of news.
“Personal influence” (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955) of the in-
dividuals publishing or sharing news is increasingly inte-
grated into the news as a form of authoritative knowl-
edge, worth listening to and trusting in.
4. Conclusion
Institutional news publishers have long comprised the
producers of journalism. They published and distributed
their news via proprietary platforms. Social media plat-
forms now act as intermediaries. Consequently, they
have causeddisruption, increasingly dislocating the news
producers and their news production processes from the
platforms onto which the newsmaterial is published and
where it is accessed. Ultimately, a dislocation of news
journalism is occurring in which news publishers have be-
come dependent, to varying degrees, on platforms non-
proprietary to themselves, provided by socialmedia com-
panies. As discussed, building off of the argument for-
ward by Emerson (1962), finding a situation in which ac-
tor I (e.g., news media) depend on actor II (e.g., plat-
form companies) for achieving the goals they have set
is a strong indicator of power. It plays out in many ways;
for gaining wide reach and engagement with news, build-
ing and sustaining revenue, implementing analytics to
gain metrics that are useful or improving different forms
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of digital journalism. While dislocation of news journal-
ism mainly involves a process of dislocation from news
media organizations towards platform companies, this
conceptualization also covers processes in which news
organizations work towards reducing their dependence
and developing the significance of their proprietary plat-
forms again (Chua & Westlund, 2019; Newman, 2019).
It is worth considering news organizations struggling to
finance their operations may establish fruitful partner-
ships if they can offer digital platforms of their own.
These can also serve as the most important appeal for
potential buyers who may have to come to their rescue
in the future.
The dislocation of news journalism has important im-
plications for how news journalism achieves the epis-
temic goals of providing reliable public information. Chal-
lenges and disruption of the truth claims of news and the
authority of news journalism have been discussed most
intensively in relation to the discourse of so-called fake
news. However, the transformation of news in the con-
text of social media has also spurred research focusing
on epistemology related issues. Researchers have, for ex-
ample, analyzed the competing and obscured knowledge
claims in the distribution of news in social media, the
shifting processing and justifications of sources in jour-
nalism, and the role of social media in restructuring the
social contexts in which audiences assess, interpret and
validate the news.
With ambitions toward contributing to this emerging
sub-field of “epistemologies of digital journalism”, this
article has presented a broad perspective of the episte-
mological implications regarding the dislocation of news
journalism. The approach proposed differentiates be-
tween (1) articulated knowledge and truth claims, (2) the
production and justification of knowledge in journalism
(3) the acceptance/rejection of knowledge claims in audi-
ence activities. This approach helps to systematically an-
alyze key aspects of epistemology, and integrate current
research on various epistemological practices.
A general argument proposed in this article concerns
how truth claims and practices of justification, and ulti-
mately the authority of news and journalistic knowledge,
must be understood in relation to how non-proprietary
social media platforms disrupt the distribution, produc-
tion and consumption of proprietary news.What also be-
comes clear is that existing mechanisms pull in different
directions, resulting in upgraded and downgraded truth
claims; increased transparency and obfuscation of pro-
duction principles; sophisticated and limited practices of
justification in news production; collaborative activities
that shape audiences’ critical assessments of news and
network-based audience activities that uncritically repro-
duce unverified and false news. However, the disloca-
tion of news journalism seems to indicate that the jus-
tification of journalistic truth and knowledge claims is
increasingly dependent on activities beyond the control
of the news media. An important challenge for future
research is to investigate how the various epistemolog-
ical practices in news production and news consumption
are related to the more general authority and legitimacy
of news journalism as forms of knowledge, in the con-
text of the ongoing transformations of digital journalism
and platforms.
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